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This year the COVID-19 virus spread throughout the world at an alarming

speed. A disease that probably started at a meat market in Wuhan, China

spread to South Korea, Italy, and, from there, to the rest of the world,

reminding us how connected our world is. Containing the pandemic proved to

be a challenge for governments and organizations alike.

 

The pandemic demonstrated two things. First, good leadership is paramount in

a time of crisis. Countries that had a competent, compassionate leadership were

largely able to contain the pandemic while countries with incompetent or

indifferent leadership did a poor job of combating this pandemic. Secondly, we

had to be flexible and adapt to deal with this crisis. Many businesses shifted to

remote work and adjusted their supply chain while schools around the globe

shifted to online or digitally-supported education. This shift required a great

deal of work, but by adopting new teaching technologies, we are not only

finding ways to address this crisis, we are also developing teaching tools that

will us make higher education more accessible and engaging. 

 

This year the Consortium of International Double Degrees also had to adapt by

holding its General Assembly online using Teams. As an administrator at my

university and a member of CIDD, my goal is to do what I can to assist my

colleagues with this transition. Thus, I developed a series of video tutorials that

you can find on YouTube as well as a free online course

at https://l3academy.thinkific.com on how to teach using online tools. I am also

available to deliver webinars about teaching courses online. Please contact me

if I can be of assistance to your university. By collaborating and adapting, we

can find meaningful ways to keep our students engaged during these

challenging times.

 

All the Best,

Yoav
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The CIDD General Assembly in 2020
CIDD holds a General Assembly each year where all current and potential members are invited. This year

the assembly was held virtually on June 9 and two webinars were held the following day on June 10. Haaga-

Helia UAS held a webinar called "Experiential and Online Learning in Higher Education" and Yoav

Wachsman held the second webinar called "Micro-credentialing in a Digital Environment".

Representatives from 21 universities were present for the General Assembly. Important topics related to

CIDD were covered and the minutes of the meeting were distributed to all CIDD members. The two most

important changes were related to finances and new memberships. First, the majority of CIDD members

voted to suspend - by way of an exception - membership fees for 2021 to help member institutions, which

may be struggling financially, because of Corona crisis. Second, three new universities joined the CIDD: 1)

Russian State University for Humanities (RSUH), 2) CSU San Marcos and 3) Plekhanov Russian University

of Economics.

The next CIDD General Assembly 2021 will be held in the Karlstad University. Candida MacKensie and Olle

Sonesson provided a video link for more information: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7as_6lfjPU and

their website: Kau.se/en

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cidd

We invite all our members to
follow our new CIDD LinkedIn
page to stay updated on the
latest events and news from
our CIDD community. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cidd
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Can you tell us a bit about your Double Degree experience?

My time as a double degree student in Prague was very enriching, both in terms of what the university has to

offer and in terms of the hustle and bustle of the Czech capital. All students of the master’s program of

International Business had the chance to visit the Czech Senate, we designed a marketing communication

strategy for the well-known beer producer “Pilsner Urquell” and set up our own food startup. With my fellow

students from all over the world we explored all facets of the – not for nothing called – golden city and got to

know the picturesque streets of the old town, the numerous green oases and insider tips such as the Dogsbar

or the Vyšehrad fortress.

What are some of the ups and downs of your double degree experience?

Having two different university degrees allowed me to broaden my skills and expertise in international

business, especially by getting insight into business practices in Central and Eastern Europe. Staying one

year in a country rather than 6 months (like it is in a normal exchange program) allowed me to really get to

know the culture, mentality and behavior of Czechs. Further, I had more time to build new, deeper

friendships with people from all over the world. Moreover, Prague is a very beautiful city with many

students. It offers many different free-time and cultural activities. It was also very fruitful to explore the

Czech language.

In terms of downs, I was first shocked to find that my room in the dormitories was not a single room, but in

the end I became friends with my Russian roommate. I find that the language barrier made it difficult to

really bond with locals, even though most of the people do speak English. Also, there was not so much

flexibility when selecting the courses and the quality differed.

Full text available at cidd.org

NICOLE – CIDD DOUBLE DEGREE SCHOLARSHIP
FIRST-PRIZE WINNER 2020
This year the CIDD gave out a total of five scholarships to exceptional double degree students and Nicole

received first prize. Nicole is completing her double degree in University of Economics, Prague (home

university) and in Mainz University of Applied Science (receiving university). To know more about Nicole's

double degree experience, read her story below and don’t forget to watch her double degree video as well.

Click here to see Nicole's
Double Degree video.

http://www.cidd.org/nicole-cidd-double-degree-scholarship-first-prize-winner-2020/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLM6sccduuly_R7cRh7zNQbkaC1c78aBsY&time_continue=2&v=BdguCrp5TuM&feature=emb_logo
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Profile of the new CIDD member: Plekhanov Russian
University of Economics

University of Perugia, Italy (https://www.unipg.it/en/)

Almaty Technological University, Kazakhstan (https://atu.kz/en/home)

University of International Business, Kazakhstan (http://uib.kz/en/)

skills of integration

communication and teamwork

trans-disciplinary education

Plekhanov Russian University of Economics is a public research university and it was founded in 1907.

Currently the university provides higher education in Moscow campus and has 22 branches located all over

the Russian Federation and abroad. The university has more than 1 600 students and more than 250 experts

and professors have been delivering lectures there. The university has a strong international focus and

currently they have 20 double degree agreements. Plekhanov Russian University of Economics is looking

for new partners for the 4-year BA program ‘Corporate Finance’, 240 ECTS, which is taught in Russian.

 

Double degree programs:

BA ‘Finance and Credit’, 240 ECTS, teaching language Russian

MA ‘Financial Analytics’, 120 ECTS, teaching language English

Current double degree partners:

Each year the program receives 5 students from Italy and 2 students from Kazakhstan, and sends 3

students to Italy.

The top 3 benefits that Plekhanov Russian University of Economics brings to the double degree

programs?

Olga Shemetkova

Dean

Faculty of Finance

Plekhanov Russian University of

Economics

Tel. +7(499)-237-85-07

Email:   ffint@rea.ru

Inga Koryagina

Head of International Division

Faculty of Finance

Plekhanov Russian University of

Economics

 Tel. +7(499)-237-85-07

Email:   ffint@rea.ru
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Greetings from the new CIDD member: California State
University San Marcos (CSUSM)

The California State University (CSU) is a public university with 23 campuses serving approximately

482,000 students and employing more than 53,000 faculty and staff. California State University San

Marcos is the 20th campus of the California State University and it was founded in 1989. 

CSUSM is pleased to be part of the CIDD family and we look forward to learning a great deal from our

colleagues.  CSUSM is a relatively new institution founded in 1989 with the purpose of serving a growing

population in beautiful North County San Diego.  From its humble beginnings of just over 1,000 students,

today, CSUSM is pleased to serve over 17,000 students in over 55 distinct bachelor and master programs.

With this growth, the demand for new and unique programs is a mainstay of our institution.  Many of our

programs are interdisciplinary in their approach.  For example, our Biotechnology bachelor and master

degrees embed a series of business courses relevant to the field.  Likewise, our Art and Design programs also

incorporate computer programming.

 

CSUSM likewise seeks partnerships to develop collaborative education around the world.  With the

implementation of our “pathway” programs in China and Italy, CSUSM leveraged the expertise of our

colleagues abroad with efforts in Art and Design and our Specialized MBA program.  By allowing students to

earn credits towards their degrees at both home and host university, we believe that students will gain not

only broader appreciation for international understanding but also become highly desirable candidates

in their careers.

 

Again, we look forward to sharing best practices with our colleagues and hope to see you in the new

academic year!

Sincerely,

 

Robert Carolin, MA

Assistant Vice President

Global Programs and Services


